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ABSTRACT

The issue of ethics in government contracting is

currently of great concern to the American public. The

norms for ethical behavior for Navy contracting personnel

are established in statute and regulation and prescribed by

DoD Instruction 5500.7, "Standards of Conduct." The

research and data analysis in this paper examines the

characteristics of programs which can effectively implement

these ethics requirements. A model ethics program framework

is then developed to assist managers of Navy Field

Contracting System activities in the effective development

and implementation of Standards of Conduct programs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

President Reagan commissioned a Blue Ribbon Commission

on Defense Management (Packard Commission) to study all of

the issues related to organization and management in the

Department of Defense (DoD). The Commission's June 1986

report entitled 'A Quest For Excellence" contained several

recommendations concerning Government-Industry

accountability, including the following:

The Department of Defense should vigorously administer

current ethics regulations for military and civilian
personnel to ensure that its employees comply with the

same high standards required of contractor personnel. '

This effort should include development of specific

ethics guidance and specialized training programs

concerning matters of particular concern to DoD

acquisition personnel, including post-government

relationships with defense contractors. [Ref. l:p.
Wxl×]

-

The Commission determined that DoD's administration of

ethics regulations was inadequate; that significant

improvements would be required to effectively implement %

gcvernment ethics standards for all its personnel and S

particularly those involved in acquisition.

Current public opinion shows a great deal of concern

acout waste and fraud in defense spending. A nationwide

surve. of public attitudes toward defense management was

conducted for the Packard Commission. Perceptions of

Americans, reflected in their answers to survey questions,

S OVS
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1. When asked to rate the relative seriousness of several
critical issues, waste and fraud in federal spending for

national defense was considered second only to the

federal budget deficit and more serious than the nuclear

arms race, waste and fraud in federal domestic spending,

unemployment, the fairness of the federal income tax
system, inflation, and the effectiveness of the U.S.

military as a fighting force. [Ref. l:Appendix L p. 208]

2. Only seven percent of Americans felt that there was a

smaller proportion of waste in the defense budget than 10-
20 years ago. CRef. l:Appendix L p. 211]

3. Seventy-two percent of those surveyed said they would

agree with a proposal to improve training and education of
military buying officials to help reduce waste and fraud

in defense spending. CRef. l:Appendix L p. 227)

Now more than ever, the maintenance of ethical standards in

military procurement organizations is critical. The stakes

are higher. Enforcement of existing regulations and

refinement of the legislation pertaining to ethics continues

to increase as the issue of ethics in defense contracting

has entered the public domain to stay.

All DoD employees are bound by the same ethical code

delineated in Department of Defense Directive 5500.7

"Standards of Conduct." Procurement personnel are entrusted %

with greater responsibility than other categories of

government employees in the control they have over the

expenditure of public funds. Their positiors are more

vulnerable to potential violations of the standards and

their post-government employment is more likely to be

restricted by law. For these reasons, a working and

enforceable understanding c the Standards of Conduct is

imperative. This can te ac ie.ed through implementation of

7



an effective model ethics program at each DoD buying

act iv ity.

A. OBJECTIVES

There is a myriad of laws and regulations prescribing

rorms of ethical behavior for DoD employees. Many of these

are of particular concern to those involved in defense

contracting. In response to a clear need for more effective

ethics administration for Navy contracting personnel, the

objective of this thesis is to develop a framework for a

model ethics procram to be implemented at a Navy field

contracting activity. This will be accomplished through the

study and analysis of:

(1) the history and background of current ethics

regulation,

(2) ethics programs in government and industry, and

(3) the unique characteristics of Navy field contracting

activities relative to ethics administration.

B. RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The primary question to be answered by this thesis

research is: What should be the principal characteristics

of a contracting Standards of Conduct program and how might

such a program be successfully implemented at a Navy Field
d

Contracting System activity'

Subsidiary research questions used to answer the above

question are: a

_ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ IA -Pt -P.- - ' ..



- What are the critical aspects of a Standards of Conduct

program, particularly as they relate to policy,

controls, training, and audit?

- What are the peculiar features of Field Contracting

organizations that should be addressed in a Standards of

Conduct program?

- What are the essential ethical issues which must be
recognized in the development of a Standards of Conduct

program?

- How are ethical standards programs being implemented for

defense industry contracting personnel?

- How might a Standards of Conduct program be effectively

implemented at a field contracting activity?

C. SCOPE

This thesis reviews the historical and statutory

background of ethics requirements for Government employees.

It does not question the appropriateness of the laws and

regulations defining required ethical standards, but instead

its focus is on effective implementation of the prescribed

DoD Standards of Conduct. As key points to be addressed,

the researcher chose those characteristics of ethics

programs which affect policy, controls, training, and audit.

.urrent defense industry and Navy ethics programs are

analyzed for comparative evaluation. The purpose of the

thesis is to develop a model framework for effective ethics

management of contracting personnel at Navy field

contracting activities.



D. METHODOLOGY

The research conducted for this paper included an

extensive literature search, and correspondence with several

defense contractors, all Naval Supply Centers, Naval Supply

Depots, and Navy Regional Contracting Centers.

Additionally, telephone interviews were conducted to

supplement information provided.

E. ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS

This thesis begins (Part II) by examining the history of

government ethics regulation and the legislation in the

United States. The next part of the thesis (Part III)

explains the ethics standards required of government

employees as contained in DoD Directive 5500.7 "Standards of

Conduct." This information provides the background of the

ethics code for government employees from which an effective

ethics program could be developed.

Part IV addresses the develupment of an ethics program.

It then examines current Navy field contracting activity and

defense industry initiatives in the area of ethics

management as well as the inicque characteristics of these

organizations which define t-eir particular program

requiremerts.

Part V draws some conc'.sions based on the theory and

zomparisor c7 alter-ati,.es cL-esented in Part IV and then %

Dresents the mocel etniE5 ornQram framework developed

t~ ugh he resarcf,

.1 ?~I
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[ [. HISTORY

The word ethics is defined by Webster as 'the system of

morals of a particular person, religion, groups profession,

etc' [CRef. 2:p. 4el]. The word has its origins in the Gree6.

'ethos" which, in the time of the philosopher Aristotle,

meart "inner dwelling place" [Ref. 3:p. 12J. Perhaps t 'e

first recorded moral code was the Ten Commandments in

biblical times.

Over the ages, the philosophy of ethics has evolveo:

It seems reasonable to assume that the meaning of ethics

Ievelooed as man reflected on the intentions and

consequences of his acts. From such reflections,

theories of conscience evolved and they, in turn, gaie

direction to our ethical thinking today. [Ref. 3:p. 121

For the purposes of this research, ethics is considereo

to be a code forming the foundation for moral decision

-taking. This work specifically examines ethics for United

States Government employees.

A. U.S. LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK: PRE-1950

:n the short history of the United States, the

urderlying moral code for government employees has undergone

a virtual metamorphosis. The moral standards expected of

gvc'e-rment employees have evolved to a point where these

;uaiars of the public trust are expected to adhere to a

ie.,el of ethics beyond that expected of any other group.

-cowever, this has not alwavs oeen the case.
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There is documentation of ethical conflict in government

dating from colonial times. In this perioo, go/ernment

officials routinely acted as attorneys for private citizens

and sold influence to those with claims against the
p

governme,-r. An example of this can be seen in a letter

written to the President of the Second Bank of the United

States by Senator Daniel Webster. In it he noted "that rns

retainer by the bank had not been "refreshed as usual and,

I
tnat if the bank expected his continued services the payment

should be sent.' [Ref. 4:pp. 6-7]

The Administration of Andrew Jackson (1829-1837) "as

marked by the 'spoils system": t
the system or practice regarding and treating appointive

public office as the booty of the successful party in ar

election, to be distributed, with their opportunities

fo profit, among party workers. [Ref. 2:p. 137o]

Within this system, public service was treated as a vehicle

For private gain. Public officials continued to sell

political favors and represent private citizens in court

claims against the federal government. There was no

agreement on standards for moral decision making even among

those government officials with high personal ethics.

Until passage of the Civil Service Act in 1883, the

"'spoils system" remained in place. With this legislation,

it was replaced by a merit system for employee recruitment

and retention. ERef. 5:p. 22]

Legislation attempting to codify ethical behavior in tre

j.S. government was not passed until the mid-i8OO's. The

12
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century which then followed provided the legal foundation

for the nation's current Standards of Conduct.

The first U.S. statutory ethics requirement was

contained in the 1853 Uncompensated Assistance to Claimants

Act. It prohibited government employees from assisting in

the prosecution of claims against the government except as

required in the discharge of their duties. The p'ohibition

applied whether or not the employee received compensation.

Members of Congress were exempt, however, until the act was

extended to cover them in 1862. CRef. 5:p. 20]

It was common practice for military officers and

zongressmen to receive fees for selling war supplies to the

government during the Civil War. Instances of abuse of the ...F

government contracting system such as the Hall Carbine

Affair, in which the government procured carbines which it

had previously, rejected as defective, resulted in additional .0

conflict of interest legislation. [Ref. 4:p. 8) In 18 2.

'An Act to Prevent Members of Congress and Officers of the

Government of the United States from taking Consideration

for Procuring Contracts, Office, or Place from the United 'e".

States" not only prohibited Feceral officials from accepting

payment for government contracts, but penalized anyone

making such a payment. CRef. 5:pp. 20-213

As early as 1672, with tre Civil Post Employment

Statute, employment after leaving government service was

regulated. Ror a period of t,c years after leaving

S
13
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government office, a person was prohibited from 'acting as

counsel, attorney, or agent in the prosecution of claims if

that claim was pending in any department during their

employment. [Ref. 5:p. 21]

In 1'1 , an act entitled "Outside Compensation' was

passed. It prohibited compensation of a government employee 5.

in connection with his government employment by a non- .%

government source. This law also prohibited both the
|I

receiving and the making of such payments. [Ref. 5:p. 22]

B. ESTABLISHING A STANDARD: 1950 AND BEYOND

In 1951, a study stressing the importance of a code of

ethics to guide all federal employees and recommending

formation of a permanent federal commission on ethics was

puolished by a Senate subcommittee chaired by Senator Paul

Dodd [Ref. 5:p. 10). Representative Charles E. Bennett,

former chairman of the House of Representatives Ethics

Committee, wrote such a code [Ref. 6:p. 18]. Following one

hundred years of ethics-related legislation, it was adopted

as the first "Code of Ethics for Government Service" by

Congress. It was passed as Concurrent Resolution 175 in

1958 [Ref. 5:p. 23). Still in force today, it is required

that it be displayed in all Federal nuildings [Ref. 3 :p. 14) "

(See Appendix A).

President Kennedy made ethics in government a priority

of his administration (1961-19b3). He stated:

14
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There is no responsibility of government more

fundamental than the responsibility of maintaining the

highest standards of ethical behavior among those that

conduct the nation's business. [Ref. 6:p. 15]

1<ennedy appointed a three-man advisory panel on Ethics and

Ccnflict of Interest in Government. Their repcrt resulted

in the Presioent's request that Congress revise conflict of

interest laws. [Ref. 4:p. 10] In 1962, Public Law e7-349

was passed. This was a comprehensive bill addressing

bribery, graft, and conflicts of interest. It revised,

reorganized, and added to the existing law, provided for

effective enforcement, and required a specific ethical code

be made part of government instructions. [Ref. 5:p. 26]

President Johnson continued the emphasis of his

-$ predecessor in this area. He issued Executive Order 11222

in 1965. It provided an additional code of ethical behavior

for executive branch personnel through its six prohibitions

against:

- Using public office for private gain;

- Gi\.ing preferential treatment to any person or entity;

- Imoeding government efficiency or economy;

- Losing complete independence or impartiality;

- Making a government decision outside official

channels; or

- Acting in any way which adversely affects the

confidence of the public in the integrity of the

government. [Ref. ":P. 25]

15
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The order also required senior government officials to

provide statements of their financial interests for the

first time in our government's history. [Ref. 5:p. 27J

During President Carter's administration (1977-1981),

ethics guidelines became significantly more restrictive. He

croposed the establishment of more stringent regulation of

three specific types of action:

I. public disclosure of financial assets,

2. divestiture of assets that could involve potential

conflict of interest, and

3. restrictions on employment after the employee left

government service. CRef. 5:p. 35)

Both houses of the Congress added to the President's

proposal and the resulting legislation is known as the

Ethics in Government Act (Public Law 95-521).

Key orovisions of this act addressed financial

disclosure. It required, from senior military and civilian

employees, annual financial disclosure statements including:

1. Sources of income, gifts, and reimbursements.

2. Identity and approximate value of property held and

iiaoilities owed.

3. Transactions in property. commodities, and

securities.

4. Certain financial interests of a spouse or

dependent. CRef. 6:p. 1843

It orovided for a civil penalty for falsification of, or

failure to file, the statement or failure to report required %

i,-formation and ensured the a,,ailability of these statements

to the public. Other prcisions of the law established the

OP e,%



Office of Government Ethics in the Office of Personnel

Management, and extended to two years the period in which

former senior government officials could not appear before

the agency in which they previously worked concerning

matters for which they formerly had responsibility.

President Reagan has continued in the tradition of his

recent predecessors. The focus of his administration (1981-

present) has been on management, audit, and internal

controls of the conduct of government business. Steps

towards further ethics reform include:

- 1981: OMB Circular A-123, "Internal Control Systems,"
establishing policies for internal control in
executive departments [Ref. 6:p. 17].

- 1981: Creation of the President's Council on Integrity
and Efficiency to monitor enforcement of management
ethics and combat fraud, waste, and abuse CRef. 9: p.
25)

- i982: Executive Order 12352, "Uniform Federal

Procurement System, which emphasizes training and
procurement reform [Ref. 6:p. 17).

a
- 1985: Establishment of the President's Blue Ribbon
Commission on Defense Management.

C. SUMMARY

A study of ethics concert-ates on a moral code used for

decision making. For the greater part of U.S. history there

has been no such code for government employees, though a

standard has evolved over line. Prior to the 1850's, the

Moral standard for governmert z:ffcials was based on local

custom with no government reg 1 Iation. For the next one

hundred years, a series of lavs concerning appropriate

1'



ethical behavior of government employees were passed. These

laws provided a framework for the first "Code of Ethics for

Government Service" published in 1956. Since then, further

refinement of the legislation has made the ethical standard

required of U.S. Government employees one of the most

r-estrictive in the world. Government employees are now

expected to exhibit the highest level of ethical behavior.

This chapter is not meant to be an exhaustive accounting

for all ethics legislation in the history of the United

States. Instead, this information is provided as background

to the reader for understanding the Standards of Conduct

required of U.S. Government employees today.

ISI
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I1. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE STANDARDS OF CONDUCT

The purpose of this research is to determine an

effecti.e -amework for the development of a standards of

conduct program for Navy Field Contracting System personnel.

In order to effectivelv accomplish this, the code which

these employees are required to follow must be understood. -

Since 1963, ethics for both military and civilian

personnel in the Department of Defense have been prescribed

by Department of Defense Directive 5500.7, 'Standards of

Zonduct.' The Directive was revised, updated, and reissued

in 1966, 1967, lq75, 1977, and most recently in 1987. The

1?86 Packard Commission Report prompted the latest revision

in reporting that: 0

DoD's ouclished conduct regulations do not provide
tinely or effective guidance to personnel engaged in the
acquisition process. DoD Directive 5500.7, Standards of
2onduct, has not been updated since 1977 or revised to
-eflect such subsequent legal developments as passage of 3
the Ethics in Government Act of 1978. [Ref. 1:p. 95]

The current version incorporates direction on reporting ,F,

Qro:edures concerning defense related employment, which had

;:re.iously been covered by another directive, and provisions -'.

of t'-e Ethics in Government :4ct, Executive Order 11222, and

other aoplicable conflict of interest legislation.

rme purpose of the Directive is two-fold. It:

1 i prescribes standards of ronduct required of all DoD
pe-sonnel, -egardless of assignment, and

.. ~ . . ... ........ . ..:. - . . . . .*. ,~~' ' .- * . ..'P . .. .'. .. . . .. .. .- .... -



(2) establishes criteria and procedures for reports

required of certain former and retired military

officers and former DOD civilian officers and

employees who are presently employed by defense

contractors, and former officers and employees of

defense contractors presently empluyed by the

Department of Defense. [Ref. lO:p. 1]

In addition to describing required standards and procedures,

the Directive stresses that penalties for ther violation

include the full range of statutory and regulatory

sanctions." [Ref. lO:p. 1]

A discussion of the ethics requirements contained in DoD

Directive 5500.7 follows. Two specific sections of the

Directive concerning policy and procedures are highlighted.

Tne policy section addresses specific standards of ethical

behavior -equired of DoD personnel, while the procedures

section establishes certain controls and audit procedures

required to ensure policy enforcement.

A. POLICY

1. General

The general policies set forth in the Department of

Defense -3tandards of Conduct' are intended to provide a

broad base for employees' moral decisicn making. For this

reason, the scope of this secti3n is necessarily broad. The

following excerpt illustrates thlis point:

Government service or em~:<nent is a public trust

,ecuiring DoD personnel .='ace loyalty to country,

etrical principles, and t-c law above private gain and

-tner interests. DoD ce ::-,-el srnall not ma~e or

-ecommend any expenditu-e cF funds or take or recommend

ani action known or telie.eC to be in violation of u.s.

%%. -
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laws, Executive orders, or applicable Directives,

Instructions, or Regulations. CRef. 1O:p. 2]

in order to ensure their compliance, the requirements

placed on DoD personnel include toth kl) familiarizing

themsel~es .ith all aspects of their assigned

responsibilities ard (2 acquiring a working vnowledge o'

sta,)dards cf conduct prohibitions in the U.S. statutes.

Emplo/ees are directed to consult their service's

legal counsel or designated ethics official for guidance

.Nhen the apD-ooriateness or legality of an action or

decision is unclear. The DoD policy on equal opportunity

I-eaardless of race, color, religion, sex, age, national

origin, or handicapi and the prohibitions contained in

Executive Order 11222 (see page fifteen of this text) are

pro,,ided as basic guidance for decision making. The

requiremert to avoid the appearance of impropriety as well

as any actu..al violation of the Standards is emphasized.

2. Conflicts of Interest

A 'conflict of interest" is defined as "a conflict

net~ee- one's obligation to the public gooo and one's self

interest' Ref. 2:p. 298]. Simply stated, DoD policy is:

DoD personnel shall not engage in any personal,
nusiness, or professional activity, nor hold direct or
.-ndirect financial interest that conflicts with the

D)Ilic interests of the dnited States related to the
inties and responsibilities of their DoD positions.

SV % N V V"., : . --" . . - '. " "- " ." ." -. ."-." " " " - ". . '. ". " ." -. " -. '.,-J'.)-." "... .- .. ...' '. '.'J



Activities and interests of an employee's spouse, minor

children, and other household members are also considered

sutject to these restrictions.

The Standards of Conduct instruction pro,,ides

specific ;_i:ance in the area of conflicts of interest.

Twel e specific potential violations are addressed:

;l Using "inside information' for personal, business,

or professional purposes while employed by DoD and

after employment is terminated;

2) Using official DoD position to influence any person

for personal benefit or to endorse a commercial or
non-profit (with listed exceptions) enterprise;

3) Release of acquisition information other than in

accordance with authorized procedures;

. Making unauthorized commitments with respect to

award of contracts;

(5) Membersnips in associations which are incompatible

with one's official DoD position;

' Commercial solicitation of DoD personnel who are
junior in rank or grade;

,7, Assignment of reserves for training to duty that

could provide them with unfair business advantage;

63, Dealing with former government personnel in

transactions prohibited by ethics legislation;

,0 Acceptance of honoraria or salary supplementatioc,

for performance of government duties;

i0) Representing the Government in any matter involving
an organization with which one is seeking
employment;

(i1) Outside employment of DoD personnel incompatible

with assigned government duties or the public

interest; and

12 acceptance of qratuities, reimbursements, or othe'

benefits from t'ose who have business with, seek

V
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business from, or otherwise have interests affected

by DoD. [Ref. 1O:pp. 3-9] 1

This listing is a simplification of the extensive conflicts

of interest guidance provided by the Directive. Appended to

DoD :irecti.e 5500.7 is a digest of the actual laws on whicn 4

eacn of the orescribed standards is based. I

3. Exemptions

The conflict of interest regulations are extremely

restrictive. DoD Standards of Conduct allow for specific

exemptions from the listed restrictions for situations which

could not reasonably be construed as involving significant ,%

conflicts between personal and government interest. The

exceptions are enumerated and include such things as

acceptance of unsolicited promotional items with retail

value less than ten dollars and benefits available to the

general public such as scholarships. For situations not

specifically covered, action may be taken where the 'sound

judgement" of the DoD employee or his superior deems it to

be in the Government's interest. In such cases,

a written report of the circumstances shall be made in
aevance, or when advance report is not possible, within

forty-eight hours, by the individual or his or her

supervisor or superior to the DAEO (Designated Agency

Ethics Official) or designee. [Ref. l0:p. II,

The exemptions seztion of the Standards of Conduct

also addresses the conditiDos, requirements and procedures:

- Yeh- hih DoD persorne' nay attend training,

orie-tation, and refresr-e- :ourses given by defense '4

contrac tor ; 

%I
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- for reporting any gratuity received to one's superior

and to the DAEO for a decision on disposition;

- under which expense reimbursement from other than

government sources is acceptable;

- to be followed for special ceremonies such as ship

iaunc iings; %

- for apD-opriate use of government facilities, property

and personnel;

- prohibiting unauthorized gambling activity on

government controlled property; and

- requiring DoD personnel to pay their just debts. [Pef.

lu:pp. 11-153

This guidance, along with the "Code of Ethics for Government

Personnel' which is appended to the Directive, completes the

underlying code for moral decision making prescribed for DoD I

military and civilian personnel.

B. PROCEDURES

Certain procedures for the enforcement and monitoring of

standards of conduct provisions are required by s 4 atute.

These regulations cannot be followed in the same way as tne

policies just outlined. Instead, "they are meant to be

referred to, to get expert advice on, and to be complied

with when an employee realizes he is contemplating something
I

to which such regulations may apply" [Ref. ll:p. 273. They

include reporting requirements for violations, personal

financial interests, and DoD related employment as weli as

procedu-es for resolution of suspected violations. -

2.o
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i. Reporting of Suspected Violations

Department of Defense personnel are required to

report suspected violations of the Standards of :orduct.

Reports are to be made to both (1) the supervisor of the

sispected .,imlator or a law enforcement official and (2) the

EoD inspector General. Cooperation by employees with

official investigations in ethics matters is required.

2. Resolution of a Violation

Prompt resolution at the lowest effective level of

all suspected violations is required by the directive.

Several possible corrective measures are considered
a.!$

appropriate:

(1) disqualification from particular official actions,

(2 limitation of duties,

(3) divestiture,.'

(4) transfer or reassignment,

5) resignation,

I
(6) exemption under 18 U.S.C. 208(b) (for financial

interest deemed in advance not substantial enough

to affect the integrity of the Government), or

(7, other appropriate action as provided by statute or
administrative procedure. [Ref. lO:p. 191

Employees with interests that create conflicts of

interest must either disqualify themselves in writing from

dealing officially in any matter related to the

organizaticns or people in conflict with government

interest, or, if necessary to perform their official duties,

25
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must divest themselves of their interest or be removed from
S.

their position.

3. Financial Disclosure

Certain senior military and civilian employees are

-equired to submit DD Form 1555 'Confidential Statement of

Affiliations and Financial Interests" on an annual basis.

The principal purpose of this is:

S.

to enable supervisors and other resoonsible DoD
officials to determine hnether there are actual or
apparent conflicts of interest between the individual's .
present and prospective official duties and the
individual's non-federal affiliations and financial

interests. CRef. lO:p. 5-1-13

V
The form requires certification as to the completeness and ,

correctness of the listing of an individual's affiliations,

financial interests, creditors, and interest in real

property. It is reviewed by the employee's supervisor or

the Designated Agency Ethics Official. P

More senior, DoD officials are required to submit SF

279 "Financial Disclosure Report." This form is required

'or the same purpose as the DD Form 1555, but receives

scrutiny at a higher level and is available for public

examination.

4. Defense Related Employment Reportinq

Reporting of two t,pes of employment is required by

the tandards of Conduct. The first of these is by retireo

,eu ar officers of tle armed forces. Upon retirement,

af-e- changing employers or assigned duties, and every three

LC".
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years regardless of change in status, a "Statement of

Employment" DD Form 1357 must be filed. The stated purpose

of this submission is:

To enable DoD personnel to determine if retired regular
of icers are engaged in activities prohibited by law or
regulation, including those that could result in the

loss or reduction in retireo pay due to other Federal
employment. [Ref. lO:p. 7-1lJ

The form requires certification to the accuracy and

completeness of information provided on current employment.

The required information includes specific information

concerning involvement with contracts with government

agencies:

- Signing a bid, proposal, or contract;

- Contacting an officer or employee of the agency for

the purpose of:

(1) obtaining or negotiating contracts, 
P

".
2) negotiating or discussing changes in

specifications, price, cost allowances, or

other contract terms,

(3) settling disputes concerning performance of

a contract;

- Negotiating a contract; or

- Any other liaison activity toward the ultimate

consummation of a sale even though the actual contract

is later negotiated by another. [Ref. 10:p. 7-13

A retired regular officer is orohibited from 'selling' to

the service in which he has the retired status. This

orohibition applies to all t-,e activities listed above. if

tt-e officer was "personall. ano substantially" involved in a

contract while on actie .t, t, he is permanently barred from

.IL



representing the contractor when dealing with the
U

government. If the contract was under the former employee's

official responsibility when he retired, he is prohibited

U rom representing the contractor before the government for a

perloc :- t.-,o years after retirement. [Pef. l0:pp. 3--

tn'D'Lgn 3-'11

The second pro\.ision for reporting defense relatec

employment concerns both former military officers of ran

0-4 and above and DoD civilian employees paid at a GS-13

rate or above. If, within two years of termination of DoD

employment, or (for civilians only) within two years prior

to government employment, the individual is (was) employed

by a contractor with $10,000,000 or more in DoD contracts

and is (was) compensated at a rate of at least $25,000 per

lear', he is required to file DD Form 1787 "Report of DoD arc

Defense Related Employment.' A detailed description of

assigned duties is required on order to determine if any

violations of Standards of Conduct may have occurred.

-o~me-. DoD officials effected must resubmit the form

oiannually. [Ref. lO:pp. 22-24]

C. SUMMARY

Ethics, for Department 3f Defense personnel, are

prescribed in DoD Directive '5.7 Standards of Conduct.

Tnis -Iocument is a comore,,er s e compilation of the

-ecuirements contained i- stat-tes, regulations, directives,

a,-, executi,e orders. Its ei ht,-ive pages of text and

'
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appendices make up an ethics code which includes specific

behavioral prohibitions as well as guidelines to be foliowec

in situations not specifically addressed. The code

prohibits even the appearance of a conflict of interest.

Reporting requirements for past and future employment by

*efense contractors are explained as are provisions for

enforcing the code. All Department of Defense military and

civilian employees are required to understand and meet the

requirements set forth in the "Standards of Conduct."

i%
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IV. PROCUREMENT E T HICS PROGRAMS

*n this chapter, three areas will be discussed. First,

concepts of ethics management, as found in the literature,

will be presented. These are intended to serve as a

foundation for program analysis. Next, a review of

Standards of Conduct programs required and those currently

in place at Navy Field Contracting System activities is

presented -or evaluation. Finally, a discussion of Defense

contractor initiatives is included to provide a contrast for

comparison with the Navy programs. An analysis of the Navy

programs completes the chapter.

A. THEORY

Procurement ethics has been described as:

the actions displayed when conducting business that
would be morally right, socially acceptable, within the
limits of the law, honest and beneficial not only to the

individual, business, or government, but to society 3s
well. [LRef. 6:p. 14]3.

Because the procurement process involves the expenditure

of large amounts of public -o-oe, using a great deal of

personal judgement, -ti,,ities .nvolved in government

"% orc:irement are , r a great de3l of pressure to exhibit

high standards c ethics. m :u, chasing professional should

te zDrscious of h s ool iqat. -:s to the government (the

DubliC', defense contrac:zs, a ,j to his peers for ethical

d%



benavior. In addition, management has the obligation to

create a programn which fosters such awareness and standaros.

The fir-st step to-ard assurance of procurement ethics i.s

t~ne establishment of a standard. The Packrard Commission

*oescrioeo e. cnaracteristics of ethical standards, noting

that tnev are "nas easy to observe, administer, and

en'Force, as they are certain in scope, simple in =o-zept.

and clear in application' [Ref. 1:p. 973. Establishec,

standards should not only provide specific basic guidance

for decision making, but should include streamlined

procedures for resolving ethical questions and dealing with

possible violations. Guidelines which maintain the

organization's ethics without unduly restricting the

individual's personal judgement are ideal.

Once estanlished, a standard must be articulated in
.1

writing and effectively disseminated to all concerned,

incl,-oinq employees, contractors, and the general public. %'

Employees should receive indoctrination which answers an,

cuestions they might have about the code. Discussion and

story telling," by using pertinent ex~amples of situations.5

in which ethical decisions must be made, are ideal vehicles

for training. Two-way commu nication on ethics issues should1

be encouraged in the normal course of business, with points

of contact identified for oealing with ethics questions and

.0olatic- s. Peview of tne organization's standards should 5

%5
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be routinely conducted, so that updating of ethics polic, is

made in a timely fashion.

Management's setting an example to be followed can

determine the success or failure of an ethics program. in

o Passior cr Eycellence, the authors describe a boss's -

responsibility to be a "value shaper." They note that

trust and integrity of vision is learned only by example,

not F-om procedure manuals, training courses, or Labor Day

soeeches.'' CRef. 12:p. 333) A survey by the American

Management Association indicated that the most significant

determinant of ethical behavior and actions in an

r
organization was the behavior demonstrated by both superiors

and peers [Ref. ll:p. 27). Dealing with daily public

)udgement of his actions, the procurement manager faces key

tests in his ability to:

- Compromise, but not too often

- Make decisions without knowing all the facts

- Accept responsibility for the mistakes of

subordinates, but not allow too many

- Live up to the image associates demand, but do not

become a victim

- Succeed as a person of thought as well as a person of

action. [Ref. 3:p. 15)

His personal values are displayed in every decision that he

makes. He must ensure that his personal values don't appear

to conflict with the established organizational standard.

Bevend training and ieadership, enforcement of the cone

is essential. All potential violations of the code must be

32
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investigated. Those found guilty of transgressions must ce
IN

a--ropriately disciplined.

The structure of a purchasing organization can and

should discourage ethics violations by eliminatirg potential

opportinxties for them to occur. Appropriate internal

cortrols and audit procedures would ensure a high level of

compliance with ethics policy. Those inclined to 'bend t'e V

rules" are less likely to do so if they think they may be

found out .

e. NAVY FIELD CONTRACTING ACTIVITIESp

i. Regulation

Department of the Navy personnel are subject to DoD

Directive 5500.7 as implemented by SECNAV Instruction

5370.2H 'Standards of Conduct and Government Ethics" of 2+

October 1964 and OPNAV Instruction 5370.IC 'Standards of

Conduct and Related Requirements" of 18 August 1977. These

instructions do not alter the basic guidelines set forth in

the DoD Standards of Conduct instruction, but serve to

reiterate and amplify key points and provide direction for

administering the requirements. Secretary of the Navy ano

Chief of Naval Operations instructions emphasize the 'a.

fillowing managerial requi-ements:

- dissemination of DoD Instruction 5500.7 to all perscn-el
at least semi-annually,

- ensuring that all perscnnel are familiar with and

complying with the instruction,

33
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- periodically directing the attention of representatives

of business to the requirements of the instruction,

- ensuring that personnel understand their resporsiboilit

to report suspected violations of "Standards of

Conduct," and

- ersuring compliance with financial interests and
emploment reporting requirements. C ef. 1 3 :pp. I-S]

The Secretary of the Navy includes a 'Bedrock Standards of

Conduct For Department of Navy Personnel' (see Appendix e)

in his instruction as a streamlined code of ethics.

The Secretary of the Navy established the Navy

Integrity and Efficiency Training program in December 1983

with three objectives: %

1. Sharpen the existing focus on fraud, waste, and ,

abuse prevention;

2. Reemphasize Standards of Conduct; and e.

3. Train naval supervisory and non-supervisory

personnel in their respective responsibilities to
help prevent fraud, waste, and abuse. [Ref. l4:p. 13

The Navy's Fraud, Waste, and Abuse Program includes this

training, the Fraud, Waste, and Abuse Hotline, and promotion

of Incentive and Military Cash Award Programs. All Navy,

commands and activities were directed to plan, organize, and

schedule training to achieve these "Integrity and

Efficiency" goals. [Ref. l4:p. 1]

2. Current Programs

For the purposes of this research, all Naval SupplV

Centers, Naval Supply Depots, and Navy Regional Contracting

Centers were queried concerning the Standards of Conduct

programs currently in place for contracting personnel. The

34
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researcher received responses from seven of these fou,-teen

activities. A review of their command policies and programs

fol lows.

a. PoIcy

Iost commar-ds surveyed have written instructions

on Standards of 'onduct.' Those commands without local

.,-ritten poiicies on the subject were following the direction %

contained in SECNAV Instruction 5370.2H "Standards of

I
Conduct and overnment Ethics" without modification. The

written policies in effect at the other commands generally

e-press command support of the SECNAV instruction's

requirements and place emphasis on specific policies.

Among the policies highlighted in the N

instructions are the prohibitions contained in Executi,e

rder 11222 see page fifteen of this text). This can .

,-nct:on as a streamlined ethics code.

Another area directly addresszd in more than a

one ,nstruction is the business relationship between

c~ernmert and private industry. The Commanding Officer of

Naval Supply Center (NSC) Charleston, South Carolina

elaborated on this topic in a memorandum to all NSC t

oersonnel:

Persons who represent the Government in business

oealings with representatives of industry have positions
of trust and grave responsibility which require them to

observe the highest et'iical standards. Practices which

mlv be accepted in the brlvate business world are not
necessarily acceptable for Naval personnel. No person

il allow himself tc be placed in a position in whic:'-"

conflicts of interests may arise or might justifiably be

35
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suspected... It is emphasized that prohibited conflicts

and apparent conflicts of interests can sometimes arise

even from relationships and transactions which the

personnel concerned perceive as inconsequential. Where

there is doubt as to the propriety of accepting

gratuities, attending functions, or accepting other%

invitations of a hospitable nature, Naval personnel will%

refrain therefrom. [Ref. 15:p. 3]

,:ther commands exp-essed strong guidance concerning the

nirection provided in 3ECNAV Instruction 5760.49 on ,

embership in trade and professional associations.' The

Zcirmanoinq 2fficer of NSC Oakland, California quotes the

fcilcing pertinent paragraphs:

LoD per-sonnel shall not accept an honorary office or

"o-orarv membership in any trade or professional

association w.ich includes in its membership business

entities whicn are engaged or endeavoring to engage in

provi3ing goods and-or services to a component of the

Department of Defense, including non-appropriated fund

acti.-ities of the Department of Defense. An honorary

office includes any office whether termed honorary or

rot, ,jhen the selection for that office is on the basis

of an official Department of Defense position or

assignment.

These policies shall not apply to membership or

participation by officers or employees of the Department

of Defense, as individuals, in private organizations or

associations, including technical and professional

societies, and military or veterans organizations,

otherwise consistent with the law, including the Hatch

Act, and Anti-Lobby Act, and other laws which prohibit

government officers and employees from engaginq in

activities inconsistent with their government 9

employment. [Ref. 16:p. 2]

The intricacies of maintaining appropriate business

-elationships to avoid conflizts of interest is recognized

as tre most significant problem in Ethical Standards for

zo ,e-nme , t personnel.
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One of the Navy field contractinq activites

surveyed Navaj Regional Contracting Center, Naples) has

iss~eo an instruction addressing Standards of Conduct for

Nasal Reserve personnel. In recognizing the need for

acor-ess.--z, t-iis issue, it notes:%

iis necessary to establish procedures vhich vjill
fazilitate the earl/ identification, reporting, and
resolution of actual or apparent conflicts of interest
ir orler to enisure the integrity of NRCC procurement
coe'-ations while. at the same time, allowlinq the
trcest possible participation in such operations ny
.aval Reserve personnel. CRef. 17 :p. 13

Generallv. then, "Standards of Conduct' policies

tend to fo 1lo6- the guidell nes provided in DoD DirectiveP^e

55'7.- Commands rev ieL ed have only tai lored these

standards by prov.iding directed emphasis.

o . Co ntrol 1s

Control procedures for managing ethics

-eo~'ireimerts are listed in most command "'Standards of

L'dc t Ins tr u ct io n s. An effective program requires

acp-ocD-iate delegation and coordination of these

reszconsicilities. While different procedures have been

estaLcised at the various az-ti~ities, several key areas of

responsibility are addressec :,- the instructions:

- Piling DD form 1955: -esc o-'sbility for ensuring
submission and reviei is a~ssigned to one or more of
the following: Deputy E-izs Counsel, command legal
zj-nsel , supervisors , Ir ciian personnel d irecto-.

- u;uestion:- concerninq ocs-,inle Standards of Conduct
.iolations: These are ze-erally to be directed to tte

Deputy Ethics Counsei or command legal counsel.

. L.
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- Reporting of possible conflicts of interest: The

established mechanism for means of making these

reports is through the chain of command of the

reporting individual.

- Resolution of apparent conflicts of interest:

Alternatively, supervisors or the Deputy Ethics

7-zunselor are assigned this responsibility.

Policies and procedures are only effective if

tnev properly fit the structure of the organization. This

idea is emoodied in the concept of internal control:

-a

tne plan of organization and all of the coordinate

methods and measures adopted within (an organization)

to... promote operational efficiency and encourage 'w

adherence to prescribed managerial policies. [Ref. 18 :p.

For a field contracting activity, effective internal

controls would, among other things, help ensure that

Standards of Conduct policies were followed. Organizational

controls in the Navv Field Contracting System activities

studied were not tied to a program of standards of conduct

implementation, however representatives of several oF these

buying organizations mentioned the importance of such

conzrols. Generally, there are separate local instructions

mnandating internal controls, at the contracting activities

studied, which are not tied to the ethics enforcement

o lIcy.

c. Training

Though conductiin :f training in Standards of

cind..t is the resr-onsinit. of the Commanding Officer,

each individuai employee is resocnsible for understanding

-'



the responsibilities of his assigned position and how all ,P

applicable ethics legislation affects him in it.

The level to which training responsibiiities are

delegated can affect the way the requirements are perceived

tv emplo.ees. At the activities surveyed, commanding

officers delegated the resoonsibility for ethics training to

either the Deputy Ethics Counselor, the Civilian Personnel

Officer, tne supervisors, or not at all. At one command,

each employee was to be provided with Standards of Conduct

information on at least a semi-annual basis. No mention was

made of training.

At most commands, employees are required to -

certifv in writing that they have received ethics training 

or 'ave read and understood the Standards of Conduct on a

regular basis.

One unique training problem was noted by all

o,,erseas contracting activities: 'cultural differences.'-

Mucn of the acquisition work force at these commands is made

iQ of foreign nationals. Ethics are not universal. The .

underling principles are to a great extent culturally

defined. Employees of other than American cultural heritage S

require extensive and reoular training to overcome their

o-eoisposition towards the ge-nerally accepted way of "doing

tusi ess in their courtr/.

None of the command instructions provide

3uilelines. othe- than I-eQuency, for required ethics

3S



training. A generalized format, recommended by the Deput,p
p

Ethics Counselor at Naval Supply Depot Subic Bay, Republic

of the Philippines, for a Standards of Conduct presentation

is presented in APPENDIX C. This particular example

exDiains a simplified code of conduct utilizing a 'story

telling' mechanism.

d. Audit

Auditing for compliance with established

guidelines is an effective means of policy enforcement. It

also can serve as an assurance to interested third parties,

such as the American public in this case, that standards are

being enforced. Audits can onl\7 be as effective as the

established guidelines used to conduct the review.

Unfortunately, requirements for implementation

of the "Standards of Conduct" are not specific. The only

oraanizational review for compliance with these ethics

requirements is a check of oersonnel training records to see

that bi-annual familiarization with the standards has taken

place. This type of audit tends to encourage good recoro

keeping rather than effective training and implementation o"

a Standards of Conduct crcqr3a.n

C. MAJOR DEFENSE CONTRAET-: :-.

I .Backqround

The area of cont,-3cs'-- ethics has been one of

increasirg concern for '3-eet contract professionals and

the American public. Tne 2 -esjoent's Blue Ribbon Commission

j
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on Defense Management studied this concern in depth an -5

concluded that there was a need -or contractors to become

more actively involved in assurirg their compliance with
J".

federal orocurement regulations, applicable statutes, and

the co--tacts to whicn they are a party.

The Commission advocated the concept of 'self-

;o.ernance. Two of their recommendations are that

contractors:

1 must oromulgate and vigilantly enforce codes of

ethics that address the unique problems and
droceoures incident to defense procurement.

2) develop and implement internal controls to monitor %.1
these codes of ethics and sensitive aspects of •

contract compliance. [Ref. i:p. xxixJ

Follo-wing these recommendations, more than thirty-

two defense contractors have signed the "Principles of the

Defense industry Initiatives on Business Ethics and Conduct

cf Jine ic86. This document commits the businesses involved

the folloing standards:

- nave and adhere to written codes of conduct;
'o

- train their employees in such codes; 5.

- e-ccurage employees to report violations of such .

z-les, without fear of retribution;
r

- monitor compliance with laws incident to defense S.

orocurement;

- adopt procedures for voluntary disclosure of
iolations and for necessary corrective action;

- share -ith other firms their methods for and

eyoerience in implementing such principles, through
arrual participation in an industry-wide "Best
Pra:tices Forum; ard

I ' "
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- have outside or non-employee members of their boards
of directors review compliance. CRef. l:p. 78]

The revised ethics programs of four of the signatories of

this agreement were reviewed to orovide a contrast with DoD

orogr3.rs. The cefense contractors sttudied were: Grumman
p

Aerospace. Hughes Airzcraft Company, Martin Marietta

Aerospace, and the Boeing Company.

2. Programs

a. Policy 

Each company distributes its ethics policy to

all employees. Certain characteristics of these distributed

policy statements were common for all of the companies: p
N-

- concise: 8-15 pages as compared to eighty-five for the

DoD Standards of Conduct Instruction.

- easy to read: not written in complex language or legal

jargon.

- ir cude an emphasis or commitment to enforcement.

- include corporate philosophy as well as applicable 5.

egulations.

The Format of the policy statements varies from company to f

company. However, various effective formats are employed.
p

These include use of question and answer format, the p

I
estanlishment of standard operating procedures, and the use

of examples to illustrate the points covered.

b. Controls

Extensive control systems have been estaolisred p

ci tne companies studiec. The strength of these controis

can ne attrinuted to tne orQanizational additions made to

I
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their corporate structures. Among the programs studiea, t'e

following were usuall/ in place:

I) Corporate level Ethics Steering Committees

-:: Offices of Corporate Ethics

S3) Corccrate level Ethics Directors

This structure alics for the administration of a strong

ethics program.

In adOition, administrative control procedu-es

are in place to ensure that:

o- .ll employees are issued a copy of the ethics

po I icy ;

(2) Effective mechanisms are in place for:

- answering employees' questions

- reporting suspected violations: These mechanisms

include appropriate points of contact for
reoorting anonymois-y and outside the normal chain
of command;

(3 ALL allegations are investigated in a timely manner;

and

k4 Regular reports of these investigations are made to

the corporate level for review.

An understanding of the process by affected

em)iz,,'ees is critical to effective control procedures. In

order to facilitate this kind of understanding, Figure 1 -,

belo is included as part of the Grumman ethics polic,. it

diagrams the mechanisms for resolving issues of legal

-ecu,-ements and corporate policy, and possible vloiato.s

o et1ics standards.

.,d,
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A.

WHERE TO GO?

CORPORATE POLICY - - SUPERVISOR

BUSINESS ETHICS COMMITTEE POSSIBLE ACTION

0 Antmens queiofle on co'porstts 0 Allvises
poly -- c or applicailons 0 Investigats

C Rev ews possible volSoIlnOfs 0 Recommend@
POSSIBLE 0 Revowe conflicting inlerpfretation of disciplinary action
VIOLATIONS I I coos n delerrmining acbon to be 0 Recommend%

taken voluntary disclosures
0 Heads oit sIuations wheI personal to government

and company inlerest appear to Or aul orlils.

0o confi ct

SPECIFIC LEGAL QUESTIONS LEGAL DEPT.

Figure 1

[Ref. 19 :p. 28]
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Training

The defense contractors studied have

training/education proqrams for etni-s characterized n .

strc!-ig focus and structure. For Martin Marietta

;-oraor at( tnis is facilitated by the following onjecti ies

*or training set by its Ethics Subcommittee:

- All employees understand the importance of the Code of -'

Ethics and wnat is in it.

- All employees be made aware that management fuly v

supports the code.

- AI1 employees look at the Code with a positive

attitude.

- All employees realize that Ethics is not simply

obeying all laws and regulations.

- The training program should both create employee
sensitivity to ethical problems and help employees
development on ethical matters. [Ref. 20:Enclosure 2

p. 3] "

The ti-aining conducted by the various corporations is

generally geared specifically to the level of responsibilitv

and the type of work of the employees. Extensive use is

made of workshops with case studies and discussion.

Videotaped presentations on ethics are also the norm. "S

d. Audit

The standards set by the "Principles of the

Defense Industry Initiatives on Business Ethics 3 nd Conduc-

reauire compliance review by an external auditor. The

review serves to add a quality of integrity to the proqram

itself by ensuring that the companies are maintaining the

standards agreed to in that document. The audit is made

-i5
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annually by a private accounting firm. Answers to the

following set of questions are required to be audited:

1. Does the company have a written code of business

ethics and conduct?

2. Is the code distributed to all employees principally

in,.oi,.ed in defense work?

3. Are new employees provided an orientation to the

code?S.

~+.Does the code assign responsibility to operating

management and others for compliance with the code?

5 Does the company conduct employee training programs

regarding the code?

6. Does the code address standards that govern the
conduct of employees in their dealings with

suppliers, consultants, and customers? I

7. Is there a corporate ombudsman, corporate compliance

or ethics office or similar mechanism for employees

to report suspected violations to someone other than

their direct supervisor, if necessary?

8. Does the mechanism employed protect the f.

confidentiality of employee reports?

9. Is there an appropriate mechanism to follow-up on

reports of suspected violations to determine what

occurred, who was responsible, and recommended

corrective and other actions?

ID. Is there an appropriate mechanism for letting

employees know the result or any follow up to their

reported charges'
I

Ii. Is there an ongoing program of communication to

employees spelling out and re-emphasizing their

obligations under the code of conduct?

12. What are the specifics of such a program'

a. Written communication'-

b. One-on-one communication"

c. .jroup meetings,

d. Visual aids' CRef. I:Appendi× p. 30,
%.
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C. ANALYSIS

Assessment of the effecti.=-ness of an ethics program is

a complex problem. Several criticai aspects are not

measurable. The degree to which a command climate

encourages ethical behavior is perhaps most important,

however, it is difficult to measur-e the impact on employee

actions of supervisory and management example. Controls and

Audit are other areas of concern. To be effective, there

should be neither too little nor too much audit and

controls.

While the task is not a simole one, the Navy Field

Contracting ethics programs can be reviewed in light of the

background of ethics in U.S. Government and business. While

their are real differences between the functions performed

by government and contractor acquisition personnel, their p

ethical standards should be at the same high level. An

evaluation of the Navy programs studied by the standards

established for DoD contractors is quite revealing: j

1. Five of the seven commands have written instructions

on Standards of Conduct. Ali of the Navy commands utilize

the DoD Standards of Conduct as the foundation of their

programs.

2. All commands are rezuir-ed to distribute the DoD

Standards of Conduct" to al personnel involved in

contracting. The commands ,t written policies have

included proiisicns for t~ii.

-7
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3. Each of the five commands with a written Standards p

of Conduct policy assigns a specific individual the task of

conducting indoctrination in the code for new employees.

4. Rather than holding management responsiole for %

ensuring tnat the Standards are met, DoD Instruction 5500.7

holds each individual personally responsible for compliance.

5. Other than initial briefirgs of employees upon

assumption of their duties, only two of the seven Navy

contracting activities studied conduct regular training on

ethics. Three of the commands disseminate Standards of %

Conduct information periodically. The remaining two %

commands do not have local ethics programs in place.

6. DoD Instruction 5500.7 "Standards of Conduct'

addresses conduct in dealings with suppliers. Each of the

five Navy activities with an established program places

emphasis on requirements related to conflicts of interest.

7. Each command is required to have a Deputy Ethics

-ounselor by DoD Instruction 5500.7. This individual was

assigned administrative and ethics indoctrination duties in

the five commands with established ethics programs. None of

the commands studied facilitated reporting of ethics

violations outside the norma. chain of command.

8. None of the commands stidied had established

mecnanisms to protect the cor fidentiality of employee

-encrts.

%
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9. Only two commands had established specific directio,-

on follow-up on reports of suspected violations of the

Standards of Conduct.

10. There were no established mechanisms for letting

employees know the result of the follow-up on their reports

of suspected violations.

11. Other than the required semi-annual familiarization

.'ith the Standards of Conduct and scheduled training (at two

commands;, the only ongoing program of communication to

employees spelling out and re-emphasizing their obligations

runder the Standards of Conduct' was established at Naval

Supply Center Charleston. Here, the Plan-of-the-Day was ?

routinely utilized to disseminate such information.

In general, the programs at the majority of the commands

stucied only have those characteristics which are required P.

by higher authority. Few have taken the initiative to

emplov effective mechanisms which are not required. *6

There are many areas in which Navy Field Contracting I

Activities can improve the effectiveness of their ethics

proarams. Implementation of any of these improvements does

require utilization of the scarce resources of time and

staff, however, which may not be readily available. The

_u.S. Government expects a commitment from the defense

=cnt'-actors to ethics in :Dntracting. It is the author's D

firm belief trat it is uQ to the Government to devote

adequate resources to 3t least match that commitment.
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V. CCNCLUSIONS AND PECOMMENDATIONS

A. CONCLUSIONS

From tl-e research data and evaluation presented in t -is

paper, significant conclusions about the implementation of
S.-

Standards of Conduct for U.S. Government personnel may be

% drawn. The following are key points.

1. The issues, procedures, requlations, and statutory

requirements of government employees pertaining to ethics

are complex and dynamic.

Personnel cannot be expected to become knowledgeable

of all of their responsibilities with regard to ethics

vithout expert assistance in the form of training and

counsel as required. They can, however, be greatly assisteo

in choosing appropriate ethical behavior by indoctrination

in a simplified code of ethics.

2. Government contracting personnel work in an

environment where the opportunity for ethics code

infractions is great, and vet the public demands of them tt-)e

hiqhest ethical standards.

Those involved in qc.e-nment contracting have direct

:ontrol over the expenditure of significant public funds.

The ;istory of the U.S. qc,.e -ment is full of examples of

te comination of tnis '.,e Df -esoonsibility with direct

i-ter-fac , -, witr pri ate >, - , / n an official capac ytv
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leading to the use of public office for private gain. The

modern American public refuses to accept such a standard.

Through the outcry of the oress and the control of the

-ongcess, the highest standards are mandated.

.. .ie r'o spec-fi sta dard tas peen developed to

measure the effectiveness of administration of ethics

reg,.irements for DoD employees, there is a clear need for

improvement in this area.

Prosecution for ethics violations by government

e'n.cvees is rare. Yet, there is a public outcry over

perceived abuses by government personnel. The Congress has

legislated more and more stringent ethics regulation. The

President commissioned a Blue Ribbon panel vhich stuoied the

matter. On all fronts, the judgment is the same: THE ETHICS .:

STANDARDS ACTUALLv EXHIBITED ARE INADEQUATE. r

. Characteristics of programs which have proven

successful in managing ethics can be identified in both

qo~ernment and industry.

Due to the pressure on both government contractinig

agencies and defense contractors to maintain hiqh ethics

stardards, some have significantly increased their fcus or

e~fective Standards of Coruct and ethics administratic.

The resulting programs sho4 toth common and unique 1eat,-res

JIi:- rae been effectire. The Mlodel Ethlcs Program

- ae.worT oreserted nelo inco'porates many cF these iceas.

% 5-p
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B. RECOMMENDATIONS
S.

The following recommendations resulting from this I

research are directed toward Navy Field Contracting

Act.iities. To ensure good ethics administration, the

-o i ov4i- are suggested:

1. PUBLISH SIMPLIFIED STANDARDS TAILORED TO THE

CCNTPACTING FUNCTION TO SUPPLEMENT THE DOD STADAROS OF

CON4DUCT INSTRUCTION: Appendix D illustrates a simplified

I
code used bv the National Contract Management Association.

2. IMPROVE TRAINING PROGRAMS: These should include
h.

regularly scheduled training using case studies, visual

aids, and discussion tailored to the work responsibilities

of the employees as weli as ongoing communication on ethics

issues in the work place. Appendix C presents a good

e'amole of such a training methodology.

3. EMPHASIZE EMPLOYMENT REPORTING REQUIREMENTS: whiie

commands a-e not responsible for the employment reporting n,

former employees, training in post-employment requireme~nts

and enforcement of employment reporting requirements for

current employees could decrease the number of violations o ..

I
Revolving Door" type legislation in the future.

S

-.. FACILITATE REPORTING OF VIOLATIONS: The easier it is -

fzr an employee to report a ,,iolation, the more likely re is

= :D. Mecnanisms which guarantee protection of the

. ::a r3m -et-io ticr. ard allow for reporting otner r

3 : the -hai 2' c: maro are most ef'ect ve ".
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Agency hotlines are the greatest 5uurce of conflict of

interest allegations DOD-wide [Ref. 21:p. 71.

5. ENSURE ENFORCEMENT: DoD-,/ice adiministrative actt-o- NO

is ta~en in only 72.6 percent of identified violations an--

ov-osecu.ti:-n in only one percent of the cases [Ret. 22:Q.

31.in order to show employees that management is se' iou5

about ethics in the work place, more emphasis on foiic

ttnrough and enforcement of policies and regulations must De

.za'-iedO ut.

6. ESTA91LISH A~N ETHICS PROGRAcM: Each Navy Field

. ontracting ctivity must have a definitive ethics program

estatlished in writing and efficiently implemented if DoD i s

to avoid both perceived and actual ethics problems. it is

strongly/ recommended that each activity adopt such a proziam

if one is not already in place. A~ model framework f'or suC'

a o-ogram is presented in Section C below.

C. MODEL ETHICS PROGRAM FRA~MEWORK

The ethics program of every contracting activit1 shou ,:

be developed and implemented in a manner w.hich addresses t-e

Lun~q-e character of the activity's work force, the nature z"

its contract actions, and i-s suppliers. The followirg

fz-amew~ork, from which sucn an effective program can be

e.elooed, consists of cra'siteristics of a strong p-ograr

a'-d D,-3VEn i mo Iementat~t t ioE-:ni:oues as h ighlIi gh ted and-.

1,sc-ssed in th is thesis.
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I. Characteristics

Policy: nust be based on the laws included in trie

DoD 'Standards of Conduct," but presented in a simplified

format with emphasis placed on specific contracting-related

provisions for ease of understanding. The policy should

include strong commitment to enforcement. It should be

distributed to all employees and to defense contractors.

Controls: which minimize the opportunity for

pctertial ethics violations should be inherent in the

assignment of responsibilities to the contracting office

staff. Responsibility for oversight of ethics

administration should rest with a single knowledgeable

individual outside the normal chain of command, if possible.

Reporting of suspected violations directly to this

individual should be facilitated. Procedures for reporting

financial interests and defense related employment should be

,* implemented effectively.

Training: should be a responsibility at every

managerial and supervisory level. It should be tailored to

the resoonsibilities of the employees and their cultural

tackgrounds. Formal training should be scheduled regulari,.

informal training should take place on the job, and ethics %

issues and cases should be publizized in command Plans-of-

the- a, or other periodic publications.

-'udit: should be conducted through the command

j internal -eiew process to ensure that the program is ir

5(
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place and that both local and Navy-wide policies are being

effectively administered and enforced.

2. Management Implementation

a. Set an appropriate e-ample. Ttis is a ke ,

determirart of success.

b. Faciiitat. communication. Encourage an ongcirg

dialogue with employees and suppliers on ethics issues.

Establish easy to use mechanisms for answering questions and,

reporting suspected ethics violations (outside the working %

zhain of command when necessary) and encourage their use.

c. Conduct regular, effective training. Utilize

effective media such as case study discussions and

videotapes for formal training and articles in command

publications for informal training.

d. Aggressively enforce ethics regulations. pollov,

uc on all alleged ethics violations with appropriate 4

acministrative or judicial action. Use these actual

eanpies in training other employees.

D. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Based on this paper, furthe- research in the following

area is recommended: Establishment of specific Navy-wide

requirements for the establishment and implementation of

Standards of Conduct programs for contracting activities.

-ent-all,, mandated standards for an ethics program would .

ei-sure a uniformly high level of ethics management similar

to that being adopted Ov major defense contractors. They
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would allow for meaningful management audit of program

I

acrieve desired results. .
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APPENDIX A

CODE OF ETHICS FOR GOVERNMENT SERVICE
CRef. 10:p. 4-1]

Ary person in Government service should:

i. Put loyalty to the highest moral principles and to

country above loyalty to persons, party, or Government

department.

2. Uphold the constitution, laws, and regulations of the

United States and of all governments therein and never

be a party to their evasion.

3. Give a full day's labor for a full day's pay; giving
earnest effort and best thought to the performance of

duties.

4. Seek to find and employ more efficient and economical

ways of getting tasks accomplished.

5. Never discriminate unfairly by the dispensing of special

favors or privileges to anyone, whether for renumeration

or not; and never accept for himself or herself or for
family members, favors or benefits under circumstances
which might be construed by reasonable persons as

" . influencing the performance of Governmental duties.

6. Make no private promises of any kind binding upon the

duties of office, since a Government employee has no

private word which can be binding on public duty.

7'. Engage ,n no business with the Government, either

directly or indirectly, which is inconsistent with the

conscientious performance of Governmental duties.

8. Never use any information gained confidentially in the
performance of Governmental duties as a means for making

private profit.

9. Expose corruption where~e- discovered.

10. Uphold these principles, ever conscious that public

office is a public trust.
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APPENDIX B

BEDROCK STANDARDS OF CONDUCT

FOR DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY PERSONNEL
[Ref. 2 3 :p. 6-I]

To maintain public confidence in the integrity of the

Department of the Navy which is essential to the performance
of its mission, all naval personnel shall comply with the
following standards of conduct:

I. Avoid any action, whether or not specifically
prohibited, which might result in or reasonably be

expected to create the appearance of:

* - Using public office for private gain,

- Giving preferential treatment to any person or entity,

- Impeding Government efficiency or economy,

- Losing complete independence or impartiality,

- Making a government decision outside official
channels, or

- Adversely affecting the confidence of the public in

the integrity of the Government.

2. Do not engage in any activity or acquire or retain anr
financial interest which -esults in a conflict between
your private interest and the public interest of the
United States related to your duties.

3. Do not engage in any activity that might result in or
reasonably be expected to zreate a conflict of interest.

~-.Do not accept gratuities prom defense contractors.

5. Do not use your offizia' position to influence any
.erson to provide an,, -:.ate benefit.

Do not .,se inside infoation to further private gain.

Do -ot use your rar-, title, or position for commercial

purposes.
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e. Avoid outside employment or activity that is
incompatible with your duties or may bring discredit to

the Navy.

9 . Never take or use Government property or services For

other than officially approved purposes.

8. Do not give gifts to your superiors or accept them from

your subordinates.

11i. Conduct no official business with persons whose

participation in the transaction would be in violation
of the law.

12. Seek ways to promote efficiency and economy in .m
Government operation and pulic confidence in its

integr ity. ? n t o c b s t

p in t a

of thelaw.

12. eek aysto pomoe eficincy nd conoy.i

Govenmen opeatio andpublc cofidece i it

0.&

integrity.

.. ,
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APPENDIx C

STANDARDS OF CONDUCT PRESENTATION
[Ref. 24:Enclosure]

CODE OF ETHICS

(PROPOSED)

As an employee/military member of the Department of the
Navy, occupying a position of trust and responsibility to

the Navy and the country, I pledge to observe the highest
ethical standards in the performance of my responsibilities.
In furtherance of this pledge, I shall:

- Not use my position for personal or family gain.

- Not accept gifts, favors, or entertainment from

individuals or corporations who do or may do business
with the government.

- Not tolerate theft or personal use of government
materials, services, or facilities, no matter how
insignificant.

- Not give preferential treatment to any person or
entity regardless of prior personal or professional
association or for any other reason.

- Insure the government gets a dollar's worth for every
dollar spent.

- Reoort any actual or suspected violation of this Code
of Ethics or any other questionable conduct of
government personnel.

EKPLANATION OF THE CODE CF ET'-<CS with problem examples.

I. Not use my position for oersonal or family gain;

PROBLEM: The son of a contracting officer

Mill ne graduating soon f%-o: :zllege. He has scheduled
interviews with a number o' engineering firms. One of these

firms does substantial bwJsi.ess with , in fact,
subject contracting officer is currently conducting
negotiations with the fiWr. What should the contracting

"fb
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officer do7 Suppose the son accepts employment with the

firm 7?

SOLUTION: The contracting officer should disqualify -
himself from further work relating to the contractor until

the questior of his son's employment with the firm is

resolved. If his son accepts employment with the firm and

continues to reside at home, the CO should disqualify

himself 'rzm work relating to the firm until his son leaves

the household. At that time, he should make full disclosure 1.
to his superiors and seek their decision relating to future

involvement with the firm. Regardless of the decision of %

his superiors allowing future involvement with the firm, the %
appearance of impropriety will continue to exist.

PROBLEM: Mr. Errington is the head of contracts at a
--- field contracting activity. He has been

concerned recently over the filling of a contract specialist .4
position in his organization. He will interview the
applicants and make a selection. One of the applicants is r
an individual who works at the local bank with whom Mr.
Errington has a pending loan application. What should he
do-

SOLUTION: A conflict exists. Mr. Errington should
withdraw himself from any participation in the selection
process.

PROBLEM: You work for the Assistant Technical Director

of the Navy lab in San Diego. It comes to your attention
that your boss's son is working on a study that is part of
the contract work being performed under your supervision.
Investigation shows that the study was funded as part of a
$24,999 non-competitive add-on to the existing contract.
This contract action was proposed and authorized by the
.ssistant Technical Director, in the amount specified and as

a sole source award to the subject firm. What should you
do 7

SOLUTION: The facts presented indicate fraud and
violation of the Standards of Conduct regulations. The .
matter should be turned over to appropriate command, iG, or "
a investigative channels. As this case actually

:e,,eioped, it was determined that the individual involved
hai falsified the DD 1555 he had submitted by not indicating
his son's emplcyment by the Navy contractor. With regard to S
the zont-actor, the contract add-on was terminated for
defauit and any funds paid the contractor were recovered. :%

2. Not accept gifts, favors, or entertainment from
ind:.iuals or corporations who do or may do business with V
the government. S
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PROBLEM: Supreme Business Machines has sold some of its

business machines to Your secretary, who uses
some of the machines, advises that she and a number of other
_- -- secretaries have received invitations to a show

of Supreme's new line. Refreshments and a lunch will be
provided. What should you do?

SCLUTION: While the secretaries do not have the
responsibiiity to select ------- equipment, their

opinions may be valuable. It appears that the contractor is
attempting to start a campaign within your organization fo!-
his equipment. The lunch and refreshments being provided %
are in the form of gifts, favors, or entertainment. The

invitations should be declined and, if deemed appropriate, a
J technical representative could be sent to the

show.

PROBLEM: You are the ethics/standards of conduct advisor
to the F-30 Program Manager at NAVAIR. He has received an
invitation to the American Seapower Association's annual
dinner at a Washington, D.C. hotel. The VCNO will be the
guest speaker. He requests your advice re attending the
affair. He relates to you that Navy brass attend this
affair every year. You investigate and discover that the
association is a private association which supports a strong

,d Navy; that its program has been approved annually by the

Director for Community Relations, OASD(PA); that the
organization invites guests and not individual contractors;
there is random seating; that it is the practice of the
association to use funds provided by contractors to invite
.Navy personnel dealing with the contractor; that these

dinners bring together important Navy officials with
-' representatives of the Defense industries; and that Navy

personnel are often invited to company hospitality suites
after dinner. You have a gut feeling that the contractors
are only using the affair to do indirectly what they cannot
co directly, ie. ingratiate themselves with Navy personnel
through the use of gratuities. What do you advise?

SOLUTION: Attendance at the affair under the
circumstances outlined is not a violation of Navy Stanoarcs
of Eonduct. You should advise that attendance at contractor
nospitality suites is not appropriate, as it constitutes a

oroscribed gratuity. You should also encourage him not to
be corralled at a table of Navy personnel and contractor
representatives of the F-30 contractor. Random seating
snould be insisted upon. Any business that needs to be
-onducted should be conducted at the office during the

-ormai business day. This problem focuses on the difficult,

of providing advice in the area of government ethics. The
gratuities problem is a serious one that needs to be

addressed in more detail by DoD. Congress is also looking

I'2
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at this area in light of its concern over gratuities at
shipbuilding ceremonies.

PROBLEM: The APWO goes out to lunch with a service
ccntractor on the base. During lunch, tne contractor pays
the tab, including drinks. A few days later, the APWO signs
a change order to the service contract providing substantial
additional funds to the contractor. Had the APWO acted

Loper %

SOL-UTION: It is clear that tre APWO has accepted
cratu.tles from the contractor in ,'iolation of Nave -

Stanoards of Conduct. Whether tne -esultant contracting
action is tainted cannot be determined on the facts
presented herein, although there exists a strong inference
of improper action. Appropriate investigation must be made
to determine if action against the contractor is warranted.
Even if the change order was appropriate, the actions of the
contractor in providing a gratuity to the APWO is a
,.ioiation of the Gratuities Clause in the contract which
cculd subject the contractor to possible termination of the
contrac t.

PROBLEM: It is Christmas time and the staff

is invited to attend a Christmas party hosted by one of the
contractors who does business with the office.
The party is scheduled to last all afternoon, there will be .

an open bar, an all you can eat buffet, as well as live
entertainment and dancing. The contractor has indicated
that there will be a charge of $5.00 per person for all
attendees. A large number of the - -- staff attends.
Is there a violation of the Standards of Conduct?

SOLUTION: It is a violation of the Standards of Conduct
fo- Na'y personnel to attend a contractor sponsored part,.
The fact that a charge of $5.00 was required would only
alter this conclusion if the $5.00 amounted to a reasonable
snare of the actual per person cost of the party. On its
face, considering the likely cost of what is being provided,
$5.1i does not cover the reasonable cost of the party.
Therefore, attendance at the party is a violation of the

Standards of Conduct. Once again, the contractor faces
possible contract action because of his violation of the
Gratuities Clause.

PROBLEM: The facilities administrator of family housing
at a large Public Works Center oversees contractor
oerfo-mance on a number of PWC facility contracts. During
the course of one meetin, ne mentions to the contractor that
ne is planning to have his roof replaced at home. A week
later he returns home from "crw to discover that the roof or, A
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his home has been replaced by the contractor. Has there

been a violation of the Standards of Conduct"

SOLUTION: A gratuity has been provided by a government

contractor. The fact that it was nct sought by the emploee

is only relevant to potential wrongdoing on the part of the
employee. The employee must immediately make full

disclosure and ill likely ne expected to reimburse the %

contractor -or the reasonable valje of the roof work %"

performed. Cnce again, the contractor faces possible

adverse contract action.

3. Not tolerate theft or personal use of government

materials, services, or facilities, no ratter how

insignificant.

EXAMPLES: personal photocopying, improper use of

government vehicles, sick leave abuse, selling commercial

products on government time or in government facilities, and
personal telephone calls.

PROBLEM: Mr. Wilson is the P01C at White Marsh NAS. As

part of the emphasis to train contracting personnel, he has

arranged for his contracting personnel to attend courses at

a local educational institution. These courses are paid for

by the Navy as appropriate training. Later, the attendees
notify Mr. Wilson that the school overcharged the Navy and

desires instructions relating to making a refund to the

government. The amount of the refund is approximately

S500.00. Mr. Wilson, aware that there is course material

available from other courses, the receipt of which wouid be
teneficial to the training of his personnel, advises the
school to make the refund check payable to him, as ROICC.

When the check arrives, Mr. Wilson deposits it in his

checking account and proceeds to order the material noted

above. Through careful purchasing he is able to secure

$503.15 worth of materials for the office. He does not seek

reimbursement of the $3.15. Has Mr. Wilson acted

improperly?

SOLUTION: Regardless of Mr. Wilson's motives and

actions, he has acted improperly in converting government
funds to his own use, outside of proper fiscal, accounting

and contractual channels. He has violated statutory and
regulatory requirements relating to the receipt of funds due

the government. The $500.00 must be turned into the

Treasury.

PROBLEM: A Navy employee at a Na\,al Weapons Station is

authorized the use of a government vehicle to perform his

work. Each day at lunch time, he departs his office and

drives into the secured portion of the base to have lunch



with a group of his CO-workers and play cards. As he is not
able to take his private ,ehicle into the security area, ne

dries his government vehicle. The trip is approximateiv 0

-iles each way. Has tre employee violated the Standards of

Concuct ,

SCLUTION: The use of the government vehicle to go to

iu-cr and Plav caros is improper. Government property has

teen ccn.erted to the orivate use of the employee.

PROBLEM: A government employee is required to make

delivery runs throughout the San Diego area. On one day, V.

the employee drives 3 miles out of her way to stop by ner
triend's house on the way to one of her deliveries. An

aczident occurs, which is in no way the fault of the '
go,.evnment driver. Has there been a violation of the S
Stanoards of Conduct'

SOLUTION: The departure from the normal route of travel,

the most direct and reasonable route, results in the

conversion of the vehicle to the personal use of the

employee. As such, there is a violation of the Standards of

Conduct. This example demonstrates the added potential for

adverse impact on an employee who converts a government
ve icle to his/her own use. If the government vehicle

liability is determined, the potential for recovery from the

employee exists in light of the employee's conversion of the

vehizle to personal use.

PROBLEM: An employee works as a real estate agent on a

part time basis. He is a supervisory employee and has his

secretary type a few sales notices for him. In addition, he

-ecei'es phone calls at the office concerning his real
estate sales and places local return calls from the office

as necessary. He often is required to attend real estate

closings for which he always takes leave. On a few

occasions, however, he has not felt good enough to go to

work, taKen sick leave, but still attended a real estate

closing. Has the employee violated Navy Standards of

Co rd u ic t

SOLUTION: There is no viulation of Standards of Conduct

for a government employee to have a part time job. The

actions of this particular employee, however have violate"-

atarlards of Conduct. This employee has used government

facilities. equipment, and personnel for his personal use.
-, a c .ton, the use of sick leave is improper. If the

i dividai is unable to work, he is likewise unable to

oerfcrm -is part time responsibilities. As a general

consideration in cealinq with the Question of Part time
erp'.ome - t, the super,,isor should be advised of the

oroscective employment. if there exists a question relatr, •

5 %
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to Standards of Conduct, contact should also be made with
the activity counsel.

4. Not give preferential treatment to any person or entity
regardless of orior personal or professional association or
foo any other reason.

PROBLEM: CDR Friendly is a member of the technical
evaluation board to evaluate the technical proposals of a
number of firms for a signif:cant --------- contract. 'You
learn that one of the proposers has as his representative,
an individual who was the best man at the CDR's wedding, his
long time friend, and bought the CDR's house in San Diego 2

rears ago. What should you do.

SOLUTION: The relationship outlined above is not a
Siolation of any ethics standards as long as no preferential
treatment is actually given. However, the proper command
otficials should be notified so that the matter can be
reviewed with the CDR to determine whether his continued
participation serves the best interests of the Navy. The
necessity of his participation as well as the impact of the
appearance of impropriety need to be evaluated.

PROBLEM: You work in the Public Works Office of a large
Navy activity. You notice that a local firm has begun to
receive a much greater share of local contracting work than
oefore. The president of the firm is a woman whom you
discover has had a recent affair with the Head of the
Purcnasing Office at the PWO office. What should you do ?

SOLUTION: The facts presented indicate potential
misconduct on the part of the division director.
Appropriate command officials should be notified as
indicated above. In this particular case, further %
i-vestigation verified that improper conduct had actually
Ocourred on the part of the contracting official.

5. insure the government gets a dollar's worth for every

dollar spent.

DISCUSSION: Fraud, waste, and abuse have become a hign
2rioritv item within DoD. Its detection and correction

Qieuire the dedication of significant DoD resources. A
major component of any such program must include the active

2artizipation of each of us to insure the government gets
'jr'at it is contracting for arc that its property, personnel
a0:r -esouJrces are not misused. Therefore expects

to: aggressivel,, perform cur contracting
responsibilities, aopl/ sound business judgement to all

procurement, pursue any contractual,

alministrative or othe- legal remedies for any improper

%,
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contractor activity, aggressively monitor contractor

performance, and be alert, question, protect tne Nav/, as

would vour own resources.

0. Report any actual or suspecteo! 'ioiat ion :ff this Code o,

Etnizs or any other questionable conouct of go'.ernment

Personnel.

DiC.jEEN:Each of us must accept t!-e responsibilitv, to

poieetnical conduct in tne federal service. We ignore
suz n conduct at our own peril. R~ailure to reort such

improper conduct could result in actions being taken against
",Ou. The reporting of sL-ch suspected improper conduct can,

oe to (Our- supervisor, the IG offices, the DoD criminal

in vestigatory organizations, counsel, or the confidential

-ct lines available.

CONCLUSION: The pu-pose of this presentation has been to

neignten, your avwareness of this very important part of our

responsibility as a government employee. We are responsible

for our ow.n conduct as well as for reporting suspected D
misconduct by others. Violations of Standards of Conduct

zan no longer be ignored or sw-ept Linder the rug, if in fact
that ever occurred in the past .

%.
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APPENDIX D

NATIONAL CONTRACT MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION

CODE OP ETHICS L

[Ref. 25]

PREAMBLE

Each member of the National Contract Management Association

accepts the obligation to uphold the purposes of the

organization as set forth in the NCMA constitution, to
strive for the increase of knowledge in job performance and
the field of contract mianagement, and to abide by the letter
and spirit of the ethical standards of the Association.

As prescribed in Article X of the By-laws to the

Constitution of NCMA, tnis ode of Ethics establishes -or
the memoer a foundation of professional conduct. However,
ethical conduct may require more than merely abiding by the

letter of the Code. It is therefore incumbent upon each
member of the Association to make a commitment to honorable
behavior in all aspects of work and professional activity.

STANCARDS
'p;

Each member of NCMA shall:

i. St-ive to attain the highest professional standards of
job performance, to exercise diligence in carrying out
the duties of his or her employer, and to serve that
employer to the best of one's ability.

2. Keep informed of acquisition developments, through
academic course work and attendance at symposia, in
order to increase knovledge, skill, and thoroughness of
work preparation.

3. Respect the confidence and trust -eposed in the member
ny one's employer.

1. Conduct oneself in su ' a -aner as to bring credit upon
tne Association, as -jeil as to maintain trust and
confidence in the inteq'ri, of the acquisition process.

=. Avoid engagement in ar, t-ansaction that might conf1lct
with the proper discna e ore's employment duties n,
reason of a financial i-terest, family relationship, or



any other circumstance causing a breach of onflide-ce in
-' the acquisition process.

6. Not knowingly influence others to commit any act trat
would constitute a violation of this Code.
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